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Abstract

We combine a space–time Lorentz transformation with a dyadic Green’s function technique to establish a general and rigorous

dynamical theory, which can be employed to study the optical phenomena occurring in a moving environment. As the applications

of this method, we studied the Doppler effects of a source moving near a metamaterial slab and the super imaging effect achieved by

a moving metamaterial lens. Many interesting anomalous phenomena were discovered, induced typically by the interplays between

the source and the surface waves of the metamaterial slab.
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1. Introduction

Metamaterials, artificial electromagnetic (EM)

materials constituted by subwavelength local resonant

structures, have attracted intensive attention recently

[1–3]. Engineered by the microstructures which can

provide electric and/or magnetic resonances, the entire

medium can exhibit arbitrary values of effective

permittivity e and permeability m. In particular, when

both e and m are negative, the medium exhibits a

negative refractive index [1–4], so that it is sometimes

termed as a left-handed material [1–4]. Many unusual

optical effects, which are typically unrealizable with

conventional materials, were proposed or realized based

on metamaterials. These include the negative refraction

[1–5], super lensing effect [5–7], inverse Doppler and

Cerenkov effects [8–14], extraordinary photonic band

gap effects [15,16], and even the invisible cloaking

[17,18], etc.

In reviewing these previous studies, we found that

while there were quite a lot of efforts in studying the

metamaterial-related optical effects generated by a

static radiating source [5–7,15–18], the theoretical

developments are still not satisfactory for the situations

where the sources and medium are in relative motions.

For instance, to study the Doppler effects, some

previous theoretical studies employed a Galileo

transformation to treat the movements of the source

and receiver, and considered a plane wave source which

is not so realistic [8–14]. On the other hand, it is also

interesting to ask how those intriguing phenomena, such

as the super lensing [5–7] and the invisible cloaking

effects [17,18], evolve when the source is in relative

motion with respect to the medium. Such problems are

highly nontrivial since the metamaterials must be

frequency dispersive due to the causality requirement

[19], and therefore, their responses to a moving source

could be rather intriguing and may generate many

unexpected new phenomena.
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The motivation of this paper is to set up a general and

rigorous theoretical framework to study the metama-

terial-related optical effects in the cases when the

source, receiver, and the medium are in relative

motions. We will combine the Lorentz space–time

transformation [20,21] with the time-dependent dyadic

Green’s function method [21,22] to achieve this goal.

We have already employed a special form of the general

approach to study the Doppler effects of a light source

moving on the surface of a dispersive metamaterial slab

[23]. Here, we present all the details of mathematic

derivations of the general theory, and employ the theory

to study some other intriguing optical effects related to

moving source/medium.

The present paper is organized as follows. We first

establish the theoretical framework in the next section,

and present some benchmark results in Section 3. We

then apply the theory to study the anomalous Doppler

effects and the super lensing effect in Section 4. We

finally conclude our paper in Section 5.

2. The dynamical theory for moving source/

medium

We take a particular situation as an example to

establish the theoretical framework, and the theory can

be generalized to more complicated situations. As

shown in Fig. 1, we consider the cases that the source

and receiver are moving at different velocities,

v̂s ¼ vsðcos usêx þ sin usêzÞ, v̂r ¼ vr cos urêxþsin urêzð Þ,
with respect to a metamaterial slab placed on the xy

plane lying between z = �0.5d and z = �1.5d (We set

d = 10 mm in all our calculations). We assume that the

permittivity and permeability of the metamaterial slab

are given by er(v), mr(v). Since both the source and

receiver are moving, we define three frames—S0 frame

where the source is static, S frame where the slab is

static and S̃ frame where the receiver is static. As usual,

we assume that the origins of these three frames

coincide at t0 ¼ t ¼ t̃ ¼ 0. For simplicity, our source is

assumed as a line current source taking the following

form

J
*0
ðr
*0
; t0Þ ¼ êyI0dðx0Þdðz0Þe�iv0t0uðt0Þ: (1)

The source is located at the origin in the S0 frame

(See Fig. 1) and start to emit EM signals at t0 = 0

[Noting that there is a u(t0) function in Eq. (1)].

Apparently, there is no charge accumulation in the line

source, i.e., r0ð~r0; t0Þ ¼ 0. Our goal is to find the field

distribution in the S̃ frame so that we can get the signal

measured by the receiver. We will achieve this goal

following three steps:

(1) We first calculate the EM fields radiated from the

source in the S0 frame, assuming at the moment that

there is no metamaterial slab;

(2) we next employ a Lorentz transformation to

transform such EM fields from the S0 frame to S

frame, then ‘‘put’’ the metamaterial slab into the

frame and calculate the scatterings of these EM

waves by the metamaterial slab;

(3) we finally apply another Lorentz transformation to

obtain the entire field distributions in the S̃ frame.

2.1. Incident EM waves observed in the S0 frame

In this subsection, let us ‘‘remove’’ the metamaterial

slab for a moment. In the S0 frame where the source is

static, EM waves satisfy

r�r�þm0e0

@2

@t02

� �
~E
0ð~r0; t0Þ ¼ �m~J

0
�

ð~r0; t0Þ

r � r�þm0e0

@2

@t02

� �
~H
0ð~r0; t0Þ ¼ r �~J0ð~r0; t0Þ

���������
(2)

Define a dyadic Green’s function by

r�r�þm0e0

@2

@t02

� �
G
! !
ð~r0;~r01; t0; t01Þ

¼ dð~r0 �~r01Þdðt0 � t01Þ I
! !

; (3)

we found that

~E
0ð~r0; t0Þ ¼ �m0

Z
G
!!
ð~r0;~r01; t0; t01Þ �~J

0
�

ð~r0; t0Þd~r01dt01

~H
0ð~r0; t0Þ ¼

Z
G
!!
ð~r0;~r01; t0; t01Þ � r�~J

0ð~r0; t0Þ
h i

d~r01dt01

8>>><
>>>:

;

(4)
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where the Green’s function [21,22] is given by

G
! !
ð~r0;~r01; t0; t01Þ

¼ 1

2pð Þ4
Z Z Z

dkxdkydkzdve�ivðt0�t0
1
Þeik

*
� r
* 0
�r
* 0

1

� �

� 1

k2
x þ k2

y þ k2
z � k2

¯̄I� k
*

k
*

k2

" #
: (5)

Therefore, the EM waves radiated from the source

seen at the S0 frame can be easily obtained by putting

Eqs. (1) and (5) into Eq. (4) and performing the

integrations. For example, the y-component of electric

field is found as

E0yð~r
0; t0Þ ¼ im0I0

8p2

Z
dk0xdv0e�iv0t0eik0xx0eik00z z0j j 1

k00z

� v0

v0 � v0 þ ih
; (6)

where

k00z ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v0=cð Þ2 � k0 2x

q
� 0: (7)

Here v0;~k
0

are the frequency and wavevector of the

EM wave in the S0 frame; c is the speed of light in

vacuum, and h is a very small constant to ensure the

causality (we set h = 10�4 GHz in all numerical

calculations). It is worth noting that the field expres-

sions are different for z0 > 0 and z0 < 0 [see Eq. (6)],

since there is a source located at z0 = 0. To avoid making

the mathematics too complicated, we assume in this

paper that the metamaterial slab and the receiver are

always lying in the z0 < 0 region, which require that

sin us > 0 and vssin us� vrsin ur. While the extensions

to general situations are doable in principle, the

resulting field expressions are too cumbersome, making

it difficult to understand the simple physics. Under this

condition, we only need to consider the z0 < 0 branch in

Eq. (6) in all our calculations followed, which simplifies

the mathematics significantly.

2.2. Field distributions in the S frame

We now apply a space–time transformation to

calculate such EM fields observed in the S frame.

According to the special theory of relativity, the EM

fields in two different frames are related by [21],

E
*

cB
*

� �
¼ g

¯̄a�1 ¯̄b
� ¯̄b ¯̄a�1

� �
� E

*0

cB
*0

� �
: (8)

where

¯̄b ¼
0 bssin usð Þ 0

�bssin usð Þ 0 bscos usð Þ
0 �bscos usð Þ 0

2
4

3
5

¯̄a�1 ¼
sin2 usð Þ þ

cos2 usð Þ
gs

0 gs � 1ð Þcos usð Þsin usð Þ
0 1 0

gs � 1ð Þcos usð Þsin usð Þ 0 cos2 usð Þ þ
sin2 usð Þ

gs

2
66664

3
77775;

(9)

are the Lorentz transformation matrixes linking S0 and S

frames with bs ¼ vs=c; gs ¼ ð1� b2
s Þ
�1=2

. Employing

a further Lorentz transformation to change the coordi-

nates f~r0; t0g to f~r; tg, we finally got all the fields

f~Eð~r; tÞ;~Bð~r; tÞg in the S frame (assuming that there

is still no metamaterial slab at this moment). For

example, we find that

Eyð~r; tÞ ¼
im0I0

8p2

Z
dkxdve�ivtV v; kxð Þeikxxe�ik0zz;

(10)

where ~k;v

 �

are the wavevector and frequency defined

in S frame and are related to ~k
0
;v0


 �
by

v0 ¼ gsv� gsb
*

s � ck
*

k
*0 ¼ ¯̄a � k* � gsb

*

s

v

c

(
; (11)

and the function V(v,kx) is defined as

We note that Eq. (10) has clear physical interpreta-

tions—the EM wave radiated from a moving source

(seen at the S frame) contains a series of plane waves

characterized by v and ~k, with V(v,kx) being the

corresponding weighting coefficient. In the limiting

case when the source is static (i.e., vs ¼ 0), we find from

Eq. (12) that V(v,kx) = v/[k0z�(v � v0 + ih)], recover-

ing the static-source case as shown in Eq. (6).

We now ‘‘put’’ the metamaterial slab inside this

frame. Since the wave incident on the metamaterial slab

is already expressed as a sum of plane waves [Eq. (10)],
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V v; kxð Þ ¼ v

1þ gs � 1ð Þsin2 usð Þ
� 

k0z � gs � 1ð Þcos usð Þsin usð Þkx þ gssin usð Þbs v=c

� 1

gs v� cos usð Þcbskx þ sin usð Þcbsk0z½ � � v0 þ ih
: (12)
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we can study the transmission/reflection problems by

treating each plane wave component separately. Accord-

ing to the layered Green’s function theory [21,22], we can

get the entire EM field distributions in this frame

straightforwardly. Still taking Ey as an example, we find

its expression in region 0 (see Fig. 1) as

Eyðr
*
; tÞ ¼ im0I0

8p2

Z
dvdkxe�ivteikxxV v; kxð Þ

� ðe�ik0zz þ RTEeik0zzÞ; (13)

and its expression in region 2 (see Fig. 1) as

Eyðr
*
; tÞ ¼ im0I0

8p2

Z
dvdkxe�ivteikxxV v; kxð ÞTTEe�ik0zz:

(14)

where RTE and TTE are the reflection and transmission

coefficients for a particular plane wave characterized by

v and kx. They are defined as

TTE v; kxð Þ ¼ 44e�ik0zd

ð4 þ 1Þ2e�ik1zd � ð4 � 1Þ2eik1zd

RTE v; kxð Þ ¼ ð1�4
2Þð1� eik1z2dÞeik0zd

ð4 þ 1Þ2 � ð4 � 1Þ2eik1z2d

; (15)

with

4 ¼ k1zm0

k0zm1

¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
er vð Þmr vð Þv2=c2 � k2

x

p
k0zmr vð Þ : (16)

We note that Eq. (13) is obtained under the

assumption we only take the z0 < 0 branch in Eq. (6).

2.3. Field distributions in the S̃ frame

We now calculate the field distributions in the S̃
frame, following the same procedures as we transform

the fields from S0 to S frames. The only difference here is

that we need to separately treat the incident wave and

the reflected wave, which behave differently when we

transform the frames. After a tedious but straightfor-

ward calculation, we find all the fields in the S̃ frame.

For example, the Ey component is found to take the

following form in region 0

Ẽyðr̃
*
; t̃Þ ¼ im0I0

8p2

Z
dṽdk̃xe�iṽt̃eik̃xx̃

V� ṽ; k̃x

� �
e�ik̃0zz̃ þVþ ṽ; k̃x

� �
R̃

TE
eik̃0zz̃

h i
; (17)

and take the following form

Ẽyðr̃
*
; t̃Þ ¼ im0I0

8p2

Z
dṽdk̃xe�iṽt̃eik̃xx̃V� ṽ; k̃x

� �
T̃

TE
e�ik̃0zz̃:

(18)

in region 2. We note that Eqs. (17) and (18) are similar

to Eqs. (13) and (14) except the spectra functions V�,

which are now different for waves travelling along two

directions. The spectra functions V� are defined as

V	 ṽ; k̃x

� �
¼ 1

C	 k̃0z þ D	 k̃x þ E	 ṽ=c

ṽ

L	 k̃0z þM	 k̃x þ N 	 ṽ� v0 þ ih
: (19)
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C	 ¼ cos2us þ gssin2us

� 
cos2ur þ grsin2ur

� 
� gs � 1ð Þ gr � 1ð Þ sin 2usð Þsin 2urð Þ

4
	 gsgrbsbrsin usð Þsin urð Þ

D	 ¼ gsgrbsbrsin usð Þcos urð Þ	 gr � 1ð Þ sin 2urð Þ
2

cos2 usð Þ þ gssin2 usð Þ
� 

� gs � 1ð Þ sin 2usð Þ
2

cos2 urð Þ þ grsin2 urð Þ
� 

E	 ¼ gsgrbssin usð Þ	 grbrsin usð Þ cos2 usð Þ þ gssin2 usð Þ
� 

� gs � 1ð Þgrbr

sin 2usð Þcos urð Þ
2

L	 ¼ gssin usð Þcbs cos2 urð Þ þ grsin2 urð Þ
� 

�gs gr � 1ð Þcbscos usð Þ
sin 2urð Þ

2
	 gsgrcbrsin urð Þ

M	 ¼ gsgrcbrcos urð Þ � gscbscos usð Þ sin2 urð Þ þ grcos2 urð Þ
� 

	 gs gr � 1ð Þcbs

sin usð Þsin 2urð Þ
2

N 	 ¼ gsgr 1	 bsbrcos usð Þcos urð Þ � bsbrsin usð Þsin urð Þ½ �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

(20)
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with the involved parameters given by

The reflection/transmission coefficients R̃
TE

and T̃
TE

defined in this frame, which are functions of ṽ; k̃x

(frequency and wavevector defined in S̃ frame), are

obtained by substituting

v ¼ grðṽþ cos urvrk̃x þ sin urvrk̃zÞ
kx ¼ ½1þ ðgr � 1Þcos2ur�k̃x þ ðgr � 1Þcos ursin urk̃z

þgrcos urbr

ṽ

c

:

(21)

with D̃ ¼ k̃1z= k̃0zm̃r

� �
and

k̃1z ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ẽrm̃r � gr

ṽ

c
þ brk̃x

� �� �2

� gr k̃x þ
brṽ

c

� �� �2
s

:

(22)

into Eq. (15). It is interesting to note that the effective

permittivity ẽr and permeability m̃r of the metamaterial

seen at this frame should be

ẽrðṽ; k̃xÞ ¼ erðgrṽþ grvrk̃xÞ;
m̃rðṽ; k̃xÞ ¼ mrðgrṽþ grvrk̃xÞ;

(23)

which are dependent on k̃x. Eq. (23) shows that the

system becomes spatially dispersive seen in the S̃
frame. This is a typical consequence of a moving

medium since the metamaterial slab is now moving

when seen in this frame [21].

In some situations, we need the Fourier component

form of the field. In the ideal case, applying a standard

Fourier transform over the time interval [�1,1],

Ẽyðr̃
*
; ṽÞ ¼

R1
�1 Ẽyðr̃

*
; t̃Þeiṽt̃dt̃, we find that the Fourier

component of E
*

y field in region 0 is

Ẽyðr̃
*
; ṽÞ ¼ im0I0

4p

Z
dk̃xeik̃xx̃

V� ṽ; k̃x

� �
e�ik̃0zz̃ þVþ ṽ; k̃x

� �
R̃

TE
eik̃0z z̃

h i
: (24)

Other field components can be derived similarly.

3. Benchmark results

As a benchmark test, we now employ our theory to

study the Doppler effects in vacuum (i.e., assuming that

there is no metamaterial slab). Apparently, we have

R̃
TE
 0 in such a case. Since now both the source and

the receiver are moving, the frequency of the signal

received by the moving receiver could be different from

the source frequency v0. This is known as the Doppler

effect.

We first consider an exact solvable case in which

both the source and receiver are moving on the same

line along the x direction. Ideally, the Doppler signal

frequency is determined by the peak position of the

spectrum function Ẽyðr̃
*
; ṽÞ of the received EM wave.

Assuming that the receiver is located at x̃ ¼ d; z̃ ¼ 0 in

the S̃ frame, we found that the spectrum function of the

signal received by the receiver is given by

Ẽyðr̃
*
; ṽÞ ¼ im0I0

4p

Z
dk̃xeik̃xdV� ṽ; k̃x

� �
: (25)

We note from Eq. (19) that the function V� ṽ; k̃x

� �
contains two terms. Considering that there is an

integration over k̃x in Eq. (25), we understand that

both terms in V� ṽ; k̃x

� �
in Eq. (19) must diverge

simultaneously to make Ẽyðr̃
*
; ṽÞ exhibit a peak. This

results in the following conditions,

C�k̃0z þ D�k̃x þ
E�ṽ

c
¼ 0

L�k̃0z þM�k̃x þ N�ṽ� v0 ¼ 0
(26)

Noting that the source/receiver are both moving

along the x direction, we found from Eq. (20) that the

involved parameters are

C� ¼ 1; D� ¼ 0; E� ¼ 0

L� ¼ 0; M� ¼ gsgr cbr � cbs½ �; N� ¼ gsgr 1� bsbr½ � ;

(27)

Thus, Eq. (26) becomes

k̃0z ¼ 0 (28a)

gsgr cbr � cbs½ �k̃x þ gsgr 1� bsbr½ �ṽ� v0 ¼ 0: (28b)

Simple calculation shows that the solution of (28) is

given by

ṽ ¼ v0

gsgr 1� bsbr½ � þ gsgr br � bs½ � ; (29)

which is the Doppler signal frequency. Let us consider

several limiting cases of Eq. (29). When only the source

is moving (i.e., br = 0, gr = 1), we get

ṽ ¼ v0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ bs

1� bs

s
: (30)

Meanwhile, when only the receiver is moving (i.e.,

bs = 0, gs = 1), we get

ṽ ¼ v0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� br

1þ br

s
; (31)

One immediately finds that Eqs. (31) and (30) are

identical if we interchange br and �bs, which is the

expected result. Finally, if the source and the receiver

W. Wang et al. / Photonics and Nanostructures – Fundamentals and Applications 8 (2010) 23–31 27
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have the same velocities, we found that

ṽ ¼ v0: (32)

indicating that there is no Doppler shift in this case.

Eqs. (30)–(32) are consistent with the standard Doppler

effects described in textbook [20,21], serving as the

benchmark tests to validate our theory.

Our theory can also be applied to the more general

situations where~vs,~vr are arbitrary and the source and

receiver are not moving on the same line. In those cases,

analytical solutions are difficult to obtain, since the

integrations over t̃ should not be done over the [�1,1]

interval as we did in Eq. (24) to get the Fourier

component of the received signal. In fact, in such cases,

the Doppler frequency strongly depends on the exact

time when we measure the signal. Therefore, we

performed the time integrations over a time interval

½t̃0 � dt̃=2; t̃0 þ dt̃=2� around each time instance t̃0
that we measure the signal. The time interval dt̃ is

chosen large enough to cover several tens of time

periods, while small enough inside which the relative

configuration between source and receiver does not

change significantly. Here we consider the configuration

as shown in the inset to Fig. 2(a) and take dt̃ ¼ 60 2p=v0

to calculate the Doppler frequencies at different

measuring time t̃0. We assume that the source is

moving at a velocity vs ¼ 0:01c, and the receiver is at

rest and located at x̃ ¼ 60l0; z̃ ¼ �0:6l0 in the S̃ frame,

where l0 is the wavelength measured in the S frame.

Therefore, at different time instance t̃0, the line

connecting the source and receiver exhibits a different

angle u with respect to the x axis, so that t̃0 has a one-by-

one correspondence with u, as shown in the inset to

Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(a) shows the field spectra measured at

two different time instances specified by different

values of u. We can clearly find that there is a well-

defined Doppler frequency in each spectrum, but the

two Doppler frequencies are different. Fig. 2(b) depicts

the Doppler frequency shift for 5 different values of u.

Obviously, the frequency shift Df( f = v/2p is the linear

frequency) is a decreasing function of u before reaching

a minimum at u = p/2. Despite of some small

discrepancies, the Doppler shift calculated by our

full-wave dynamical theory is in quantitative agreement

with the relativistic Doppler shift formula f = gf0(1 + b
cos(u)) (solid line) recorded in textbook [20], which was

usually obtained under the ray approximation.

4. Applications of the theory

Obviously, the established theory is very suitable to

study the optical phenomena related to the moving

source/receiver/environment. For example, when both

the source and the receiver are placed on top of a

metamaterial slab, the Doppler effects would be very

intriguing. In our previous work [23], we have

considered a special case in which the source is static

while the receiver is moving with respect to the slab, but

the general cases in which both the source and receiver

are moving would be more interesting. On the other

hand, many fascinating optical phenomena (such as the

super imaging and the invisibility cloaking) demon-

strated so far were typically studied and/or observed in a

static situation [24–26]. It is natural to ask what happens

if the source, receiver and the lens are in relative

motions.

In this section, we present two examples to illustrate

the applications of our theory. We first consider the

anomalous Doppler effects in a more complicated

situation, i.e., both source and receiver are moving

along the x direction at different velocities. We next

study the influences of the relative motions on the super

lensing effect [6,7]. Without losing generality and for

definiteness, in all our numerical calculations, we

assume that the metamaterial slabs studied in both cases

possess a Drude-like permittivity and permeability

function er( f) = mr( f) = 1–200/f( f + id) with d = 10�4/

2p GHz, where f is the linear frequency measured in

GHz. However, we emphasize that the phenomena

reported here are independent of the concrete forms of

er(v), mr(v) that we adopted.
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Fig. 2. (a) E-field frequency spectrum measured by the receiver at two

different time instances determined by u. Inset shows the geometry and

the calculation strategy. (b) Doppler frequency shift as a function of

measuring time specified by u, obtained by our full-wave dynamical

theory (solid circles) and the standard formula f = gf0 (1 + bcos(u))

with f0 = 10 GHz (line).
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4.1. The Doppler effects

We first employ our theory to study the anomalous

Doppler effects. We assume the receiver is placed at

x̃ ¼ 0; z̃ ¼ �0:499d in its own frame (very near the

metamaterial slab). Seen at the S frame, the source and

receiver are moving along the x direction at velocities

vs ¼ 0:02c~ex and vr ¼ 0:01c~ex with respect to the

metamaterial slab. The working frequency of the source

is f0 = 10 GHz. Employing our theory, we calculated the

spectrum function ẼyðṽÞ for the field received by the

receiver and depicted the spectrum in Fig. 3 (a) as a

solid line. While the geometry is almost the same as the

benchmark test that we presented in the last section,

surprisingly, here we found that the received signal

possesses seven prominent peaks [see Fig. 3(a)].

Removing the metamaterial slab, we re-calculated the

spectrum and depicted it as a dotted line in the same

figure. The comparison shows that, among the 7 peaks

depicted in Fig. 3(a), only 1 (peak no. 5) corresponds to

the normal Doppler shift mode observed also in

vacuum. The other 6 modes must be contributed by

the metamaterial slab since they disappear when the

metamaterial slab is absent.

To explore the physics behind such unusual

phenomena, we depicted in Fig. 3(b) the surface wave

(SW) dispersions of the metamaterial slab (seen at the

receiver-static frame S̃), which are defined as the poles

of the reflection spectra R̃
TE

ṽ; k̃x

� �
measured in the S̃

frame. The SW dispersion of a metamaterial slab has

been extensively studied in literature [27–29]. However,

since the slab is moving in the S̃ frame, the SW

dispersion diagram is quite unusual, as shown in

Fig. 3(b). Compared with the conventional dispersion

diagram, we found that the dispersion diagram for a

moving metamaterial is distorted, and becomes

asymmetrical for �k̃x. This can be explained by the

fact that the ẽr; m̃r functions are k̃x dependent in the S̃
frame since the metamaterial slab is moving [see

Eq. (23)].

On the other hand, since the source is also moving

with respect to the metamaterial slab, the source

spectrum, characterized by the function V	 ṽ; k̃x

� �
,

also changes significantly. It has been argued (in Section

3) that the Doppler signal frequency is determined by

the condition that the integrand in Eq. (24) has two

terms diverting simultaneously. The divergence in

R̃
TE

ṽ; k̃x

� �
has been known as the SW spectrum,

already plotted as open circles in Fig. 3(b). Meanwhile,

the divergence in the function V	 ṽ; k̃x

� �
is determined

by two separate Eqs. (28a) and (28b). We have plotted

the solutions of (28a) as two dashed lines in Fig. 3(b)

and the solutions of (28b) as a solid line in Fig. 3(b).

Interestingly, we find that the two dashed lines are just

the light lines that satisfy ṽ ¼ �ck̃x.

These three types of lines can help us identify the

origins of those additional Doppler modes easily. For

example, we immediately found that peaks’ nos. 1, 2, 3

and 7 coincide with those frequencies at which the

density of states (DOS) for the SW (proportional to

@ṽ=@k̃x ¼ 0) are divergent. These high-DOS states are

excited by the transient components of the source, and

then generate additional peaks in the received field

spectrum, as also observed in our previous work [23].

Mathematically, at these high-DOS SW states, reflec-

tion function R̃
TE

exhibits a second-rank divergent pole

so that an integration over k̃x can not overcome its

divergence, and therefore, a peak is left in the spectrum

ẼðṽÞ. On the other hand, peaks’ nos. 4 and 6 are of

different origins, and have not been observed in

previous studies [23]. A direct inspection reveals that

these two peaks appear at the intersection points

between the source spectrum [(blue) solid line,

Eq. (28b)] and the SW dispersion curve (open circles).

However, one must be careful since not all of these

intersection points contribute to the spectrum peaks. For

example, the intersection point lying in-between the

peaks’ nos. 4 and 5 does not contribute a spectrum peak.

The reason accounting for such unusual behaviors is the

causality requirement. Recalling that vs > vr along the x

direction, which means that the source is always at þx̃
direction with respect to the receiver in the S̃ frame, it is

easy to understand that only those SW’s with group

velocities along �x̃ direction can be caught by the
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Fig. 3. (a) E-field frequency spectra measured by the receiver when

the source and receiver are moving at velocities vs ¼ 0:02c; vr ¼
0:01c near the metamaterial slab (solid line) and in the vacuum (dotted

line). (b) The surface wave dispersion diagram of the metamaterial

seen at the S̃ frame (circles), the light lines (dashed lines) and the

solution of Eq. (28b) (solid line).
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receiver. Since at peaks’ nos. 4 and 6, the SW

dispersions exhibit negative group velocities, the

SWs excited by the source will travel along �x̃
direction so that they can be grasped by the receiver as

strong Doppler signals. Meanwhile, at the other

intersection point, the SW exhibits a positive group

velocity, so that this SW (even it can be excited) cannot

be grasped by the receiver as a Doppler signal.

4.2. Super lensing of a moving source

We understand that a left-handed metamaterial slab

with e = m = �1 has been used to focus the EM waves to

break the usual diffraction limit [5]. However, the

studies performed so far were all based on the

assumption that the source and super lens are static

[6,7,24,25]. In reality, this is not necessarily always the

case. Let us now study the super focusing effect of a

metamaterial lens which is moving with respect to the

source. Assume that the working frequency is

f0 = 10 GHz such that the real parts of er(v), mr(v)

all nearly equal to �1, we first studied the focusing

effect in the case that the slab is static. The calculated

field distribution of the image on the image plane at

z = �2d (See Fig. 1) is shown as (red) solid circles in

Fig. 4, which shows a sharp peak with a subwavelength

width. The physics of such super resolution is easily

understood from the SW dispersion of the metamaterial

slab, which is depicted in Fig. 5 also as (red) solid

circles. At the working frequency, the SW mode

exhibits a very large kx value (bounded only by the finite

dissipation d) so that very high spatial oscillations can

be collected by the lens, leading to a very high image

resolution.

Things completely change when the super lens is

moving with respect to the source and the receiver.

Assuming that the super lens is moving along the x axis

at a velocity 0.01c, we employed our dynamical theory

to re-calculate the instantaneous field distribution of the

image, and plotted the results as (blue) open squares in

Fig. 4. We found that the image peak significantly

broadens with some undesirable side loops. These

intriguing phenomena can again be understood from the

SW dispersion which is recorded in Fig. 5 also as (blue)

open squares. Since the slab is moving now, seen at the S̃
frame, the permittivity and permeability function [given

by Eq. (23)] change significantly, leading to dramatic

modifications of the SW dispersion curve as shown by

the (blue) open squares in Fig. 5. Therefore, at the

working frequency f0, the SW mode takes a finite value

kx = ksw, which is significantly reduced as compared to

that in the static case [30]. As a result, the moving super

lens could collect much less evanescent wave compo-

nents than a static one so that the image resolution

deteriorates significantly.

5. Conclusions

In short, we have presented in this paper a general

dynamical Green’s function approach, which could be

employed to study the optical phenomena in a situation

where the source, receiver and/or the metamaterial

environment are moving with respect to each other.

Here, the Lorentz transformations are used to treat the

movements of the source and/or the receiver. After

presenting some benchmark tests to justify our theory,

we employed the dynamical theory to study the

anomalous Doppler effects as well as the super lensing

effects related to a moving source and/or metamaterial.

We believe that the present theory can be applied to

study many other intriguing optical phenomena.
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Fig. 4. Electric field distributions measured on the image plane, for

the metamaterial lens at rest (solid circles) and moving at a velocity

vslab ¼ 0:01c (open squares), with the arrows defining the half-maxi-

mum peak widths.

Fig. 5. Surface wave dispersions of the metamaterial lens at rest (solid

circles) and moving at a velocity vslab ¼ 0:01c (open squares).
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